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“What is Mystery Quilt?” 

The Mystery Quilt is just that… a Mystery! You will 

not know what the final quilt looks like until the 

very end when you receive the files on how to lay 

out all of your blocks. What we can tell you is the 

2013 Mystery Quilt has a total of 36 blocks which 

also makes 6 additional quilts (7 quilts with border) 

with unlimited layouts! And, will launch a New 

Stained Glass Collection! 

“How Does it Work? Is it a CD?” 

Sign up during the month of June only by coming to 

our website and purchasing the Mystery Quilt. 

You’ll then receive an instant download 

that will get you started on the first 6 

blocks.  

Unlike previous years you’ll then have access to a 

“Mystery Quilter” category at hoopsisters.com and 

each week your next download will be available 

there. Check your email to know when the files are 

available. Each week you’ll get another set of blocks 

and instructions until the final set in week 6, which 

will show you the layout. Also, in your Mystery 

Quilters category you’ll see a new 

deal each week that is only 

available for our Mystery Quilters! 

A CD can be purchased which 

includes border files, if you would prefer to have a 

CD. CD’s will be shipped in July to keep up the 

Mystery! 

 

 

 

 

 

“Do I need to visit a HoopSisters Dealer for 

Classes?” 

No. You simply order it from 

our website. Work from 

home at your own pace. You 

will need to make a trip to 

your local sewing shop to 

purchase fabric and other 

supplies but the rest you’ll 

receive from us in download 

format weekly. If you use a 

local sewing shop for supplies please list them as 

your dealer at the account set up level.  

“How will I pick out fabric not knowing what it 

looks like?!” 

Easy! In this download we also provide you with a 

Fabric & Thread Key to help guide you. Get your 

supplies now so you are ready for designs in June! 

“When can I get it?” 

This year’s Mystery Quilt will ONLY be available 

June 1st – June 30th, 2013. After June you would 

have to purchase 6 separate designs to achieve this 

final layout. Also, after June these 6 new designs 

will launch a NEW Stained Glass Collection and 

you’ll already have the complete collection! 

“What is the All Access Pass?” 

The All Access Pass gives you the “Mystery Quilter” 

category, with all design files and instructions, on 

our website and access to secret deals that only 

Mystery Quilters have access to! One All Access 

Pass is up for grabs and you are already entered to 

win just because you have downloaded this Fabric & 

Thread Key! 
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“What is the Cost?” 

There are three options to choose from: 

1). Downloadable Mystery Quilt files and 

instructions WITHOUT border files for $69. 

2). Downloadable Mystery Quilt files and 

instructions WITH border files for $89. 

3). Downloadable Mystery Quilt files and 

instructions WITH border files AND CD format 

shipped to you in July for $89 plus shipping. 

“How Many Blocks are in the Mystery Quilt?” 

The 2013 Mystery Quilt has 36 blocks. You’ll receive 

6 blocks a week! (Border option will include more 

blocks each week). 

“When Can I Post Pictures of my Quilt?” 

Pictures can start to be posted on Facebook, 

Pinterest, our Yahoo Group and other social media 

platforms beginning July 4th, 2013! It’s up to you to 

help us keep it a secret until then. You’ll also receive 

a final email after Week 6 inviting you to send in 

your picture for our Cyber Quilt Show! 

“What If I Get Stuck Along the Way?” 

If you have any questions come up while you are 

participating in our Mystery Quilt you can simply 

email: mystery@hoopsisters.com and we will 

respond within 24 to 48 hours. We are available 

Monday through Friday from 9am to 5pm EST and 

any emails received over the weekend will be 

answered on Monday.  

For the fastest response to questions please email: 

mystery@hoopsisters.com  

 

 

 

“What are the Finish Sizes?” 

Without Border: 
5” Block Size = 30” square finish size. 
8” Block Size = 48” square finish size.  
With Border: 
5” Block Size = 40” square finish size. 
8” Block Size = 64” square finish size.  
 

“Can I Make This With My Brand of 

Embroidery Machine?” 

Like all of our designs, Mystery Quilt is multi-

formatted. Formats provided are: 

.art for 5” Bernina 

.dst 

.exp for 8” Bernina 

.jef 

.pes 

.vip 

.vp3 

 

Back by Popular Demand: 

We’ll have another Cross-Word puzzle available in 

2013! It will be included in your Week 1 instant 

download and each week’s email will include 

additional clues until your crossword is complete.  

Still have Questions? 

Do you have more questions that were not 

answered in your download? We can help! Email: 

mystery@hoopsisters.com and we will do our best 

to answer any remaining questions you may have.  

 

 

 

Follow our Mystery Quilt Blog for the latest updates,  
cross-word puzzle clues, videos and lots more fun! 

 

http://hoopsistersmysteryquilt.wordpress.com 
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